Abstract This paper presents a reciprocal-sigmoid model for pattern classification. This proposed classifier can be considered as a -machine since it preserves the theoretical advantage of linear machines where the weight parameters can be estimated in a single step. The model can also be considered as an approximation to logistic regression under the framework of Generalized Linear Models. While inheriting the necessary classification capability from logistic regression, the problems of local minima and tedious recursive search no longer exist in the proposed formulation. To handle possible over-fitting when using high order models, the classifier is trained using multiple samples of uniformly scaled pattern features. Empirically, the classifier is evaluated using a benchmark synthetic data from random sampling runs for initial statistical evidence regarding its classification accuracy and computational efficiency. Additional experiments based on ten runs of 10-fold cross validations on 40 data sets further support the effectiveness of the reciprocal-sigmoid model, where its classification accuracy is seen to be comparable to several top classifiers in the literature. Main reasons for the good performance are attributed to effective use of reciprocal sigmoid for embedding nonlinearities and effective use of bundled feature sets for smoothing the training error hyper-surface.
While the statistical approach (see e.g. Duda et al., 2001 ) has received considerable attention, many estimators, predictors or approximators (see e.g. Poggio & Girosi, 1990; Bishop, 1995; Mitchell, 1997; Schürmann, 1996) can be used for pattern classification. From the model perspective, these estimators can be formulated either in linear or nonlinear form. The advantages of linear formulation include its tractability for optimization, sensitivity analysis, and prediction of confidence intervals. However, it is limited to decision hyperplanes that can be projected onto the prescribed set of linear parameters. The nonlinear formulation, on the other hand, offers a compact mapping capacity but it comes with an increased complexity in obtaining an appropriate solution. A good balance between the mapping capacity and solution complexity for predicting unseen test data becomes an issue for optimal classifier design.
The proposed reciprocal-sigmoid model attempts to embed nonlinearities in a linear formulation without sacrificing much of the capability to classify nonlinear hyper-surfaces. This model can be considered as a -machine since it preserves the theoretical advantages of linear machines while allowing for nonlinear combinations of the inputs (Nilsson, 1965; Duda & Hart, 1973; Precup & Utgoff, 2004) . The approximation capability of this model is shown prior to the introduction of scaling-space learning technique that aims to provide a stable learning. The concept of scale-space filtering has been well explored in computer vision where some derived image signals are used for extracting signal structures suitable for classification and other applications. Unlike these scale-space filters, our derived signal is not distorted except that it is uniformly scaled. Multiple samples of these scaled signals were used thereby forming a scaled feature space for classifier training, and hence the scheme is called scaling-space learning in brief. As we are not able to find a better term, we use "scaling-space" instead of "scale-space" to differentiate between our definition and that in the context of computer vision.
The scaling-space learning is also differentiated from the input scale parameter adaptation as seen in kernel or network parameter adjustment schemes (see e.g. Juszczak et al., 2000; Grandvalet & Canu, 2002 ) since a single scaling factor is attached to each kernel parameter in these schemes thereby giving rise to vast combinatorial possibilities. These combinatorial possibilities can be both advantageous and disadvantageous. The advantage is that they can cater for diverse applications and the disadvantage is that the search required to find a good solution could be difficult. Moreover, as the formulation for scaling factor search is nonlinear for many kernel basis functions, the issue of local solution complicates the matter and this may give rise to difficulties in arriving at well conclusive observations. A good balance between model complexity and predictivity becomes an issue for practical design.
The proposed feature scaling-space learning technique is consistent with the spirit of Bootstrapping (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) for stable classifier design, but differs in its training replicates which are not obtained from re-sampling. Unlike that in Bootstrap Aggregating (Bagging; Breiman, 1994) , all the scaled training replicates are bundled to form a large training set and only a single classifier is trained using this large data set. In essence, multiple virtual classifiers from different scalings are embedded within a single training step to form the final classifier. The computational effort for those aggregated classifiers like bagging, boosting and random subspace methods (see e.g. Breiman, 1996; Skurichina & Duin, 2002; is translated into a process of selecting an appropriate scaling factor in the scaling-space technique.
To summarize, the proposed reciprocal-sigmoid model can be considered as an approximation to logistic regression in Generalized Linear Models (GLM, see e.g. Nelder & Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh & Nelder, 1989; Hardin & Hilbe, 2001; Gordon, 2002) demonstrating match of link and loss functions for linear estimation. Specifically, the proposed model embeds the following types of nonlinearities for pattern classification: (i) use of nonlinear reciprocal of sigmoid as the basis function, and (ii) use of bundled feature sets (scaling-space) for training error hyper-surface smoothing. Main contributions of this paper are in the aspects of having: (i) proposed a reciprocal-sigmoid classifier where the number of constructed feature terms varies linearly with the order of the polynomial, instead of having a power law in the case of full multivariate polynomials, (ii) showed the approximation capability of the classifier for discrete data, and (iii) demonstrated that the scaling-space input provides means to improve numerical conditioning. Extensive numerical experiments, which provide benchmarks for such design, are performed to support the proposal. The significance of this work thus lies on the massive empirical evidences pointing to an efficient approximation of logistic regression model for pattern classification.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section provides a brief review on related background developments and our problem treatment. In Section 3, a linear reciprocal-sigmoid model is introduced. By removing some redundant terms from an original formulation, the approximation capability, and hence classification capability of the refined model is shown. With these fundamentals in place, Section 4 tackles the learning problem by a regularized scaling-space learning technique, aiming at a stable solution which does not over-fit the data. Section 5 uses a benchmark synthetic data to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed method on a plug-in polynomial model and the proposed classifier model. The applicability of the method is further supported using 40 benchmark data sets taken from UCI Machine Learning Repository.
Background and problem treatment

Supervised learning and related issues
In pattern classification, there are two major hurdles in good applications of nonlinear estimators, namely (1) model structure selection and, (2) solving for parameters that best fit the data (training), both of which aim to arrive at a classifier that performs well for unseen data. More frequently, these two problems are coupled such that overcoming both of them for good predictivity is a difficult task. In Huang and Babri (1998) and Huang (2003) , an ingenious way to efficiently compute the network weights in a single step after certain initialization procedures can be found. However, for pattern classification, solving an exact solution of a nonlinear formulation to pass through every training data point may cause over-fitting which means that it may lose much predictivity for unseen test data. Moreover selection of an appropriate number of layers and number of nodes remains an issue for good predictivity. Much research activities are on-going in the field to resolve this issue.
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) developed by Boser et al. (1992) and Vapnik (1998) provides a mechanism to minimize the training error and compute a bound on the VCdimension at the same time (see e.g. Osuna et al., 1997; Burges, 1998 for a very comprehensive account). This result is achieved via minimizing a parameter norm subject to a separation functional. For classification problems, the main idea behind the technique is to find a hyperplane that maximizes the separation margin rather than attempting to pass a hyperplane through all data points as in the case of curve fitting. This proposal has led to many useful applications in the literature.
In a recent attempt to achieve good predictivity, Tipping (2000 Tipping ( , 2001 proposed the Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) from reduction of model complexity viewpoint. Basically, the RVM is a Bayesian treatment of a generalized linear model of similar functional form to SVM. A prior over the model weights is introduced wherein each weight is associated with a hyper-parameter. The most probable values of these weights are then estimated iteratively from the data. The relevance of vectors comes from the weights associated with non-zero probability values of hyper-parameters. It has been reported that the RVM can maintain the generalization performance comparable to an equivalent SVM with typically much fewer kernel functions utilization (Tipping, 2000 (Tipping, , 2001 .
Another approach is by aggregation of variants of classifiers, which are trained diversely according to different feature and classifier settings. The bagging, boosting and random subspace methods are good examples for such approach (see e.g. Breiman, 1994; Skurichina & Duin, 2002; Vetter et al., 1997) where they have been shown to work well in practical problems with appropriate settings.
As above formulations are either iterative or aggregative in nature, they incur much computational effort in training and determining the parameters. We seek in this paper, a linear formulation similar to that of least-squares estimate, which provides possible means to stabilize the solution and hence reduces possible over-fitting. Instead of adopting the above hyperprior methods by statistical means, the stabilization problem is approached from the mapping point of view utilizing derived features obtained from scaling. The training effort to arrive at multiple classifiers for aggregation as in bagging technique is translated into the process of selecting a scaling parameter from a single-step least-squares training paradigm.
Pattern classification treatment
Given an inference measure g, for two-class problems, the threshold function th : → {0, 1} given by
is used for classification decision. For multi-class problems, given g = [g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g NC ] where N C being the number of class labels, the following classification function cls : l → [1, 2, . . . , N C ] is used to define each class label:
2.3. Feature scaling-space in our context
The scale-space concept has been much explored in image processing and computer vision (see e.g. Lindeberg, 1990) . In the context of image processing and computer vision, scalespace refers to a family of derived signals that represent the original signal at various levels of scale (Lindeberg, 1990) . These derived signals are usually obtained from convolution of the original data (image) with a kernel. In our context here, feature scaling-space refers to the set of pattern features containing both the original and the derived signals. Unlike the above derived signals in scale-space or multiscale representation, our derived signals for feature scaling-space are obtained from simple uniform scaling of the original signal. The feature scaling-space is also differentiated from those 3L algorithms as seen in Helzer et al. (2004) and references within, in the way that the error objective of 3L and related algorithms are expressed using variations of the training target values, whereas in our feature scaling-space, similar target values are used.
Apart from the input scale parameters adaptation as seen in kernel or network parameter adjustment schemes (see e.g. Juszczak et al., 2000; Grandvalet & Canu, 2002; Tipping, 2001) , the proposed feature scaling-space is also differentiated from the feature weighting and normalization in neural network learning schemes (see e.g. Bishop, 1995) and classification features selection (see e.g. Duch & Grudziński, 1999) since these schemes do not include multiple sets of scaled signals in processing. Scaling is an important preprocessing step in SVM and Neural Networks for pattern classification since it has notable outcomes for these methods. It is defined by a linear transformation of the input vector x space such thatx = Γx where Γ = diag(γ), and γ is the scaling vector. However, the search for a good combination of these scaling values can be a daunting task since the number of possibilities increases tremendously with the input dimension.
Main reasons that feature scaling-space is not being explored in the literature include the following: (i) it is not applicable to linear decision models, (ii) its effect is notable for polynomials, but these polynomials are not well used due to the explosive number of expansion terms for high dimensional and high order problems, and (iii) its effect is also notable for nonlinear decision models, but they are often hampered by local solutions which render the effects non-conclusive.
A linear reciprocal-sigmoid model
The sigmoid function
The sigmoid activation function has been widely used in multilayer perceptron network applications. The success of such applications come from two aspects of its property: (i) its approximation capability has been well proven (see e.g. Hornik et al., 1989; Schürmann, 1996) , and (ii) the convergence to local solutions is easily obtained in practice. For pattern classification, the sigmoid transformation can pull trained objects apart making them possibly linearly separable. We are thus motivated to explore into classification models adopting the sigmoid and related functions.
The wide usage of the sigmoid-based models however, is complicated by the effort required to fix the various learning hyper-parameters (e.g. number of layers, number of neurons in each layer, momentum, learning rate and etc.) for the learning to converge to some acceptable local solutions with good predictivity. In this section, observations on some properties of the sigmoid function are provided and then in next section, a linear model, which carries much of the approximation capability but at the same time reliefs much the effort to search for appropriate local solutions among the various combination of hyper-parameters, is proposed.
The sigmoid function is given by
Rearranging (3) gives e −x = (1 − σ (x))/σ (x), which can be substituted into the following derivation:
Dividing both numerator and denominator by σ (x 1 )σ (x 2 ), (4) can be re-written as
where
Using binomial series expansion, (5) can be expanded as
Equations (7) and (6) show that σ (x 1 + x 2 ) can be expressed in terms of products and powers of (σ (x 1 )) −1 and (σ (x 2 )) −1 . Collectively, the following can be written:
where α i , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . are some scalar coefficients. This analysis shows that the reciprocal of sigmoid functions can be linearly combined by means of product and power terms, to achieve the equivalent 'shifting' and 'scaling' effects for a sigmoid function containing the nonlinear 'shifting' and 'scaling' parameters (i.e. a and b in σ (a(x − b))). An immediate implication is that any scaled or shifted sigmoid function may be expanded as a series consisting of linear combination of product and power terms of the reciprocal of a basis sigmoid function. A collection of these series, which represent differently scaled and shifted sigmoids, can thus be used for function approximation. It is noted that the reciprocal of the sigmoid function is actually 1 + e −x . This means that no reciprocal inversion is required to be performed on the term (1 + e −x ) as in the case of using the usual sigmoid function.
Linear combination of reciprocal-sigmoids
The property given in above subsection suggests certain approximation capability of the reciprocal-sigmoid model since, in theory, it has been shown that standard multilayer feedforward networks with as few as one hidden layer using arbitrary squashing functions are capable of approximating any Borel measurable function from one finite dimensional space to another to any desired degree of accuracy (see e.g. Hornik et al., 1989; Schürmann, 1996) .
The full multivariate polynomial expansion provides a straight-forward means to span the linear combination of product and power terms. However, the number of terms grows exponentially with the number of inputs and the order of the system. To significantly reduce the huge number of terms in multivariate polynomials, a Reduced multivariate polynomial Model (RM) has been proposed by Toh (2003) :
. . are the weighting coefficients to be estimated, and l, r correspond to input-dimension, order of system respectively. The number of terms in this model can be expressed as K = 1 + r + l(2r − 1). For this case using the reciprocal-sigmoid as basis function, the polynomial inputs x j are replaced by the reciprocal-sigmoid basis functions:
As can be seen from (9), the basic component of this polynomial model boils down to construction of new pattern features which are sums of the original features, and combination of these new and original features using power and product terms. Table 1 lists the expansion terms of RM given by (9). It is noted that some parts of (9) can be obtained from linear combination of other terms. These linear dependencies are indicated in Table 1 by various corresponding markings, e.g. underlined term in column three corresponds to underlined terms in other columns (e.g. column-two), over-braced term in column three corresponds to over-braced terms in other columns (e.g. column-four), and so on. By removing these linearly dependent cases from column three of Table 1, the RM2 model (a refinement from RM) is defined as follows:
where φ(·) is defined as in (10). Here, (11) will be called a reciprocal-sigmoid model as it is composed of a linear combination of sum and product terms of reciprocal sigmoids. It is noted that the total number of expansion terms of p
RM2
is given by K = 1 + l(2r − 1), which Order 2nd-term of (9) 3rd-term of (9) 4th-term of (9)
has r terms less than that in (9). The simplicity of the classifier model can be seen from the few lines of Matlab (The MathWorks, 2003) codes as shown in Appendix A.1. A XOR learning example is included in Appendix A.2 for immediate test. With this refined model RM2 in place, the following formulation for multiple-class problems is presented:
. . , m} with the multiple-class (q-classes) output vectors packed as Y
has full rank, then there is a minimum 0 and an optimal solution
Proof: The least-squares solution minimizing Y − P 2 2 is * = (P T P) −1 P T Y and the full rank condition guarantees that the matrix P T P is invertible. Hence the proof.
Although RM2 contains independent expansion terms, duplicate data samples can still form dependent vectors. The full rank condition requires the data samples to be distinct in some sense, i.e. they do not form dependent column vectors of P for K m (K is the number of polynomial terms and m is the number of data samples).
This result shows the approximation capability for uncorrelated discrete data. When K = m, an exact fit to pass through all data points is possible when the matrix P is not illconditioned. It is also noted that the above results apply to the original polynomials as well as adopting the reciprocal-sigmoid as basis function. We shall illustrate empirically in later section that using the reciprocal-sigmoid basis function, which embeds much nonlinearity, can reduce the number of expansion terms as compared to that using polynomials.
Relationship with generalized linear models (GLM)
Using the sigmoid activation function (3) as a perceptron unit taking multiple inputs, a perceptron network can be constructed and employed to learn binary observations for classification (Bishop, 1995) . Mathematically, a logistic regression perceptron model for learning binary data can be considered as a Generalized Linear Model with binomial response and logit link (Nelder & Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh & Nelder, 1989; Hardin & Hilbe, 2001) . Here, the m independent observations y i (i = 1, . . . , m) are treated as a realization of a random variable Y i ∼ B(n i , π i ) with binomial denominator n i and probability π i (for 2-class problems, n i = 1, ∀i). A linear predictor function (the systematic component) is then used to fit the logit (the link function) of the underlying probability π i (the random component) giving rise to
where x i is a vector of covariates (data inputs) and β is a vector of regression coefficients (parameters). Solving for the probability π i in (12) yields
where (13) can be associated to (3) by putting
The main difference between a perceptron and a GLM is whether the underlying truth of data distribution is explicitly assumed or not. While the GLM exploits statistical inference for analysis, the perceptron does not explicitly assume data distribution and works on empirical evidences such as validation or training/test errors. This empirical framework will be adopted in our evaluations.
As mentioned, the main problem with the above perceptron and GLM frameworks is the parametric nonlinearity, and an iterative search is often required to solve for β (see e.g. Dunn, 1999 Dunn, , 2000 . In this work, the nonlinearity problem is solved by a simple re-formulation. Instead of solving directly for β in (13), σ (x T β) is re-written in the form σ (β 1 x 1 + · · · + β l x l ) that is analogous to (8). Here, it is seen that σ (β 1 x 1 ) takes the place of σ (x 1 ) in (8) and so on. Since every variable x j is decoupled from all other variables x k , k = j in (8), β here can be absorbed into the parameter vector α during estimation. For example,ᾱ 3 (σ (β 1 x 1 )σ (β 2 x 2 )) −1 can be written as α 3 (σ (x 1 )σ (x 2 )) −1 using a re-parameterized
We need not worry about determining f and β's in practice because only the global effect of α (α 3 for this particular example) is estimated.
The full multivariate polynomial (FM) can be utilized to realize the combinatorial terms in (8). However, as mentioned, the implementation cost would be high because the number of expansion terms grows exponentially with respect to the number of inputs and the order of system. The RM2 model alleviates this problem by removing many expansion terms and replacing them with a few multinomial product terms. There is thus a certain difference between (8) realized by FM and (8) realized by RM2 (11) due to this approximation. Under the language of the GLM framework, the logit link has been approximated by the functional inverse of the RM2 series expansion. This approximated link function and the loss function (least squares objective in Proposition 1) are matched to facilitate convex and well-posed estimation like a linear predictor. Empirical evidence regarding the classification capability of this reciprocal-sigmoid classifier, which has been realized by RM2 series approximation, shall be explored in the experiment section.
Learning of scaling-space features
Learning a classifier without over-fitting the data is an important issue in machine learning. In this section, the well-used technique on weight decay regularization to stabilize the learning process is presented prior to proposal of a scaling-space approach to further stabilize the learning. The main reason for regularization is that it is a practical and useful means to stabilize the solution which, in some way, relates to generalization. The feature scalingspace learning will be detailed shortly.
Weight decay regularization
It is noted here that the linear least-squares estimation involves computation of inverse of a matrix, the problem of multi-collinearity may arise if some linear dependence among the elements of x are present. A simple approach to improve numerical stability is to perform a weight decay regularization using the following error objective:
where · 2 denotes the l 2 -norm and b is a regularization constant. Let g RM2 (α, x) be the output column vector of the model for m number of training samples and suppose there are K number of polynomial weights, then P is the Jacobian given by
For two-class problems, minimizing the objective function (14) results in
where y ∈ m×1 and I is a (K × K ) identity matrix. For multiple class problems, the solution can be written as
since the matrix P is similar for all outputs and these multiple outputs can be stacked as Y (i.e. Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y NC ], N C being the number of pattern classes, see (Toh et al., 2004) for more details). The addition of a bias term into the least-squares regression model is also (Ripley, 1996) . The error rates were obtained from 1000 runs of training the 100-example subset randomly selected from the original 250-example training set and used the 1000-example test set for test error rates computation. It is seen that regularization demonstrates significant improvement of numerical stability in this example.
termed as ridge regression (Neter et al., 1996) . The effect of regularization can be seen from the experiments as shown in Fig. 1 .
Having learned and with matrix P t generated from test data, the classification function given by (2) can be applied to the test outputŶ = P t to determine the class label.
Feature scaling-space learning
Let x ∈ l be a l-dimensional pattern feature. The feature scaling-space is defined as {x, γ 1 x, γ 2 x, . . .} where γ i , i = 1, 2, . . . are the scaling factors for each derived feature γ i x. In other words, for each data sample x, there corresponds additional scaled samples γ i x that can be used for training. In the proposed learning framework, a symmetric scaling is adopted and defined as follows: γ 1 = (1 − ρ) and γ 2 = (1 + ρ) where 0 < ρ < 1. The final feature scaling-space is thus the set of original and scaled samples containing {γ 1 x, x, γ 2 x}. The training target vector contains replicates of the original target vector without scaling, i.e. {y, y, y}. For testing, the original test inputs (i.e. without scaling) are used to predict the classification outcome. Obviously, differently scaled test inputs can be used individually for predicting the classification outcomes and these test outcomes can be aggregated to form the final decision. As there exists vast combinations of such aggregation which take up much computing effort, only the original test inputs will be used in this study. Table 2 Full view of terms in a scaled RM2 model (l = 3, r = 2, 3, 4) Order 2nd-term of (11) 3rd-term of (11)
Notice that ρ = 0 corresponds to two redundant sets of data added to the original data x. The effect is that a heavier weight would be given to least-squares error as compared to the regularization bias when a regularized error objective is adopted. When ρ = 0, this approach can turn an under-determined system to an over-determined system where the number of training samples is larger than the number of parameters. If however, x and γ i x are concatenated to form a large dimension feature (e.g. [
, underdetermined system can arise for cases with small number of training samples.
For multivariate polynomials, each scaling of the training feature by γ gives rise to a nonlinearly scaled (hopefully independent) feature from the original one whenever γ is raised to different powers in the polynomial expansion. For example, x 2 1 will be nonlinearly scaled by γ 2 in the second-order expansion. The result of such scaling of training samples, even though it is uniform in the input space, could give rise to independent data samples in the polynomial feature space. This increases the number of training samples without 'distorting' the original signal like those using noise injection (Skurichina et al., 2000; Grandvalet, 2000) that may result in adding of infeasible samples. For RM2 formulation, the scaled expansion terms are shown in Table 2 for r = 2, 3, 4.
Ripley's synthetic data
In this section, Ripley's synthetic data is used to evaluate the accuracy and computing aspects of scaling-space learning on the reciprocal-sigmoid classifier and on the full multivariate polynomial model. The data consists of a binary output indicating two pattern classes with each sample containing two feature elements. According to (Tipping, 2001 ), a 100-example training set (randomly selected from Ripley's original 250) and a 1000-example test set was used to demonstrate the decision boundary and generalization capability of RVM. It was shown by Tipping (2000 Tipping ( , 2001 that RVM produces comparable test error (slightly better) with that of a SVM while utilizing a considerably small number of Gaussian kernel functions.
In all the experiments to follow, 1000 runs of training were performed using each 100-example subset, which was randomly selected from the original 250-example training set. The same set of randomly selected data for all 1000 runs was used in all compared algorithms. This setup is to provide a good statistical picture regarding the performances, and especially the generalization property.
1 The feature scaling-space learning technique will be first demonstrated that it can be applied to a conventional full multivariate polynomial model. In the next set of experiments, the reciprocal-sigmoid classifier will be compared with SVM, RVM and a Bagged FM-Reg. Both SVM and RVM adopt the polynomial kernel because our reduced model for comparison is also a polynomial. The reciprocal-sigmoid model expanded by RM2 with regularized scaling-space learning is abbreviated as RMInvSig-S. The non-scaled learning for the reciprocal-sigmoid model is abbreviated similarly but without '-S' attached. Both RM-InvSig-S and FM-Reg-S used a regularization setting of b = 0.1. The Bagged FM-Reg, which aggregates (averages) 50 bootstrapped classifiers from re-sampling the training data with replacement (Breiman, 1994) , is abbreviated as FMReg-Bagging. Figure 3 shows the average test error rates for 1000 runs of SVM, RVM, FM-Reg-Bagging, RM-InvSig-S and FM-Reg-S over 10 model orders.
For SVM, in order to demonstrate the effect of different parameter tunings for the 10 model orders, four settings of (C, Gamma, Coeff ) 2 are used: (i) SVM-1 with (3,1,1); (ii) 1,1,1) . The RVM-1 (using default settings: width = 0.5, maximum number of iterations = 500) in this figure has only error rates for 1st-5th orders because matrix singularities are frequently encountered for the experimented data set for higher orders. RVM-2 used a width of 1 with maximum number of iterations equal 500 for all model orders.
The experiments show that SVM tends to have high test error rates at low and high order models due to under-fitting and over-fitting. The RVMs, FM-Reg-Bagging, FM-Reg-S and RM-InvSig-S maintained relatively consistent test error rates throughout all experimented model orders. The average error rates for RM-InvSig-S and FM-Reg-S are seen to be consistently lower (approx. 0.5-1.5%) than those of RVM and FM-Reg-Bagging for all model orders.
The average error rates for RM-InvSig-S are compared to those from the original RMInvSig with similar parameter settings (i.e. b = 0.1) in Fig. 4 . The thick line marked with ' ' ('+') in the figure indicates the average error rates for RM-InvSig-S (RM-InvSig). The width of the light shaded tone on RM-InvSig indicates the standard deviation of error distribution. The dark tone indicates the standard deviation for error rates of RM-InvSig-S. This figure shows that up to 1.5% improvement of average test error over that of RM-InvSig can be achieved by RM-InvSig-S. . It is seen from this plot that for RM-InvSig-S, the increment of CPU overheads over the original RM-InvSig is relatively small as compared to RVM over SVM.
A training instance using a 5th-order polynomial for RM-InvSig, RM-InvSig-S and the RVM are plotted in Figure 6 . The test data with decision boundary is also included in the figure. The decision boundaries at different decision thresholds (p = 0.25/0.75 and decision boundary at p = 0.50) for RVM, RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S are also shown in the figures where it is seen that RM-InvSig-S has lower localized decision boundary than those of RM-InvSig and RVM. In RVM, the relevance vectors control the localization of decision boundary whereas in RM-InvSig-S, the scaling of feature inputs affects the decision boundary.
Experiments on UCI data
To gather more information about the effect of the proposed linear machine on real-world problems, further experiments were performed on 40 benchmark UCI data sets (Newman et al., 1998) . These data sets were selected based on (Toh et al., 2004) where 2 out of the total 42 data sets were left out due to matrix ill-conditioning. The data sets and algorithm settings are shown in Table 3 . Both the RM-InvSig algorithm (reciprocal-sigmoid model given by (11)) with its respective Scaled counterpart (RM-InvSig-S) will be evaluated. The original polynomial expansion of RM2 is denoted as RM2. 
Experimental setup
In all the following experiments, the regularization parameter was fixed at b = 0.0001 according to Toh et al. (2004) . Since the purpose here is to study the impact of introduction of the reciprocal-sigmoid basis function and scaling-space learning into the RM model, the polynomial order r was fixed following the RM-Tuned algorithm for each data set as seen in Toh et al. (2004) . and Lim et al. (2000) . For (Precup & Utgoff, 2004) and (Li et al., 2004) , only data sets common to the chosen 40 sets were compared. As details of experiments can be found in the references, these comparative works are only briefly described below for immediate reference.
Ref-I:
In the recent work by Lam et al. (2002) , the proposed best tuned algorithm ICPL (Integrated Concept Prototype Learner, which integrates instance filtering and abstraction techniques) was compared with four other algorithms namely, RT3 (an instance pruning (2000), a total of thirty-three old and new classification algorithms (twenty-two belonged to the decision trees type including the C4.5, nine belonged to the statistical type including the Nearest Neighbor and two belonged to the neural networks type including the RBF) were compared using 16 data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. Extensive experiments were performed on these data sets and a comprehensive analysis was presented regarding the error rates, ranks, training time, size of trees, and scalability aspects for the compared algorithms. For the reported results, most data sets used the average 10-fold validation error rates (a single run) except for those six data sets 4 marked with a '+' that used the given test set to compute the error rates. Their results placed a statistical spline-based algorithm (acronymed as POL) at the top in terms of average classification accuracy even though it was ranked third last in terms of training time. The reference (Lim et al., 2000) will be denoted as Ref-II for convenient reading and all 16 data sets will be used in the comparison.
Ref-III: Recently, Precup and Utgoff (2004) compared their proposed CLEF (a Construc-
tive Learning method) algorithm with five existing algorithms including C4.5, SVM-RBF (using RBF kernel) and DNC(Dynamic Node Creation, a constructive neural network). Except for the Monk-2 data set that used the training and test sets provided, all accuracy results on the 20 data sets were reported using 10-fold stratified cross validation (a single run). In terms of average classification accuracy, the following ranking was established: CLEF (76.25%), SVM-RBF (75.81%), C4.5 (70.03%), DNC (69.39%), -RT (67.51%) and -DNC (65.45%). As some of the data sets are either different from that in UCI but with same name or different class grouping being used, only 9 data sets are found to be common to those in Lam et al. (2002) and Lim et al. (2000) and they are also listed for comparison. The reference (Precup & Utgoff, 2004) will be denoted as Ref-III for convenient reading.
Ref-IV:
In Li et al. (2004) , extensive experiments based on 10-fold cross-validation were performed on 40 data sets for a few instance-based algorithms, namely DeEPs (Decisionmaking by Emerging Patterns), kNN and C5.0. The study revealed that DeEPs outperformed kNN and C5.0 for majority of data sets but with slower computing speed than those of kNN and C5.0. A few other classifiers are also compared, but due to different partitioning, they are not listed here for comparison. Among the 40 data sets, only those 19 sets in common to our 40 data sets were used for comparison. The reference (Li et al., 2004) will be denoted as Ref-IV for convenient reading. Table 4 lists the accuracy statistics for RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S. The average test accuracies of RM-InvSig-S are plotted relative to those of RM-InvSig (accuracies of RM-InvSig-S minus accuracies of RM-InvSig) in Fig. 7 (average accuracies are taken from 10 runs of 10-fold experiments). Those points indicated by are data sets that encounter Matlab's (The MathWorks, 2003) reciprocal condition warning (RCOND Warning) during parameter estimation. Here, it is seen that numerical ill-conditioning does not influence much the accuracy of RM-InvSig-S relative to RM-InvSig.
Results
(i) Comparing performance of RM-InvSig-S with that of RM-InvSig
The data sets are marked with their corresponding ρ settings as shown in Fig. 7 . The accuracy improvement ranges from near zero to about 4.3% for RM-InvSig-S over RMInvSig. Figure 8(a) - (b) show the lower (minimum) and upper (maximum) performance ranges of the average relative accuracy from the 10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation. A general performance improvement trend is observed from these plots for instances where the training adopted the feature scaling-space method. 
(ii) Comparing performance of RM-InvSig-S with that of RM2
The average test accuracies of the RM-InvSig-S with respect to the original RM2 5 at similar model-order settings are shown as relative values (% difference between accuracies of RMInvSig-S and RM2) in Fig. 9 . It was found that out of the total 40 data sets experimented, 15 data sets showed better accuracy for RM-InvSig-S than that of RM2. Four data sets had equal performances between RM-InvSig-S and RM2. Twenty-one data sets had poorer performance for RM-InvSig-S against that of RM2. The average accuracy (for all 40 data sets) of RM-InvSig-S was found to be 0.84% lower than that of RM2. These results show that the performance of RM-InvSig-S is comparable to RM2 and may degrade slightly in some cases at similar order settings. Table 5 lists the number of parameters used in RM2 and re-tuned RM-InvSig and RMInvSig-S for those that used high order models. 6 Here, it is seen that the re-tuning led to accuracy improvement with respect to RM2 in some cases. The underlined numbers in the third-last column in Table 5 are cases where RM-InvSig (and RM-InvSig-S which used the same re-tuned model-orders as those in RM-InvSig) used fewer parameters than RM2 but with comparable accuracy performance. It is seen that for many cases, the number of parameters used can be significantly fewer for RM-InvSig than that of RM2 while maintaining comparable test accuracy.
(iii) Comparing performance of RM-InvSig-S with a kernel ridge regression algorithm
The performance of RM-InvSig-S is next compared to a kernel ridge regression algorithm (see e.g. Shawe-Taylor & Cristianini, 2004) adopting the following kernel:
where φ(x 1 , . . . , x l ) = [(1 + e −x1 ), . . . , (1 + e −xl )] and l is the input dimension. It is noted that this kernel adopts a full multivariate polynomial expansion and its terms grow exponentially with respect to the order and number of inputs (Bishop, 1995; Schürmann, 1996) . Although this kernel ridge regression algorithm has a much larger number of expansion terms comparing to our case, which is linear with respect to the order or number of inputs (see Section 3.2, K = 1 + l(2r − 1) for RM2), the use of a similar reciprocal-sigmoid basis function provides an interesting ground for performance comparison. Table 6 shows the results from 10 runs of 10-fold experiments, which are performed under similar conditions (b = 0.0001 and similar 10-fold partitioning used in previous experiments) for the full polynomial kernel ridge regression for two settings: 3rd-order (FP-InvSig-3) and lth-order (FP-InvSig-l) . Here, it is seen that more than half of the experiments for FP-InvSig-l encountered either memory problem or numerical ill-conditioning. Comparing the individual data sets with those from RM-InvSig-S, Table 6 highlights those superior performance cases by bold characters. It can be seen that 13 data sets from FP-InvSig-3 and 4 data sets from FP-InvSig-l have equal or better average accuracy than RM-InvSig-S. The overall average accuracies for FP-InvSig-3 and FP-InvSig-l are seen to be lower than that of RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S.
(iv) Comparing performance of RM-InvSig-S with a GLM
Since the proposed model (11) can be related to logistic regression (12)- (13) in GLM, a comparison between (11) and (12)- (13) would be interesting. Two versions of GLM are considered: 1. a GLM which adopted the logit link with binomial distributions (GLM), 7 and 2. the logit link GLM which was trained using scaling-space inputs (GLM-S). The purpose here is to check whether scaling-space is beneficial to GLM. Both GLM and GLM-S were experimented using GLMLAB from Dunn (1999 Dunn ( , 2000 with maximum number of iterations fixed at 20 (default). Table 7 lists the results from 10 runs of 10-fold experiments, which were performed under similar partitioning conditions as in previous experiments. Figure 10(a) shows the average relative accuracies of RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S with respect to GLM, and Fig. 10(b) shows the average relative accuracy of GLM-S with respect to GLM. These results show that both RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S outperform the GLM in many data sets and that scaling-space inputs do not benefit GLM in many cases.
(v) Comparing performance of RM-InvSig-S with others in literature
Apart from above comparisons, the average accuracy of RM-InvSig-S is next compared with a few other results which reported extensive experiments. The comparison will be limited to only non-aggregate type of classifiers since both RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S belong to this type. Here it is noted that Ref-I through Ref-IV used only a single run of 10-fold cross-validation whereas our experiments on RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S used ten runs of 10-fold cross-validation. Table 8 shows the minimum, average and maximum accuracies of RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S from the 10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation tabulated in ranking order with respect to those reported average accuracies over those similar data sets. These results suggest that RM-InvSig-S have comparable accuracy with the top classifiers found in the literature.
(vi) Effect of data attributes on the proposed method
Having seen the accuracy aspect, the effect of sample size and feature dimension on RMInvSig and RM-InvSig-S will be studied. Figure 11 (a) shows the distribution of average accuracies over the total number of samples and the number of features of the data sets. From the plot on top, no significant trend of accuracy distribution according to sample size can be found. For the bottom plot, the maximum accuracy appears to have a mild decreasing trend over the feature dimension. Figure 11 (b) shows the relative accuracy (average accuracy of RM-InvSig-S minus average accuracy of RM-InvSig) plotted over the ratio between sample number and feature dimension. Here, it is seen that notable improvement of RM-InvSig-S over RM-InvSig oc- Table 7 Classification accuracy statistics for GLM and GLM-S using ten runs of 10-fold cross validation The average relative accuracy at data 36 should be ignored as it was obtained based on comparison with a poorly learned GLM due to matrix ill-conditioning, (b) GLM-S with respect to GLM. These results show that both RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S outperform the GLM in many data sets and that scaling-space inputs do not benefit GLM in many cases curs within the range of [6, 900] according to the sample number over feature dimension ratio.
(vii) Decision landscapes
The classification capability of RM-InvSig-S can perhaps be inferred from its decision landscape of biometrics data fusion (a 2-class problem; Toh, 2003) . A highly localized training may end-up in poor test results since the training data may not be globally representative (over-fitting). Conversely, under-fitting of training data may occur. Figures 12  and 13 show the genuine and imposter classes distribution with decision boundaries and decision landscapes corresponding to a two-layer Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with 2 hidden nodes, a SVM using RBF kernel, a 6th-order RM2 and the proposed RM-InvSig-S (6th-order). Except for a small shift in contour position and orientation due to local training solution, the decision landscape for logistic regression in this particular case appears analogous to that of MLP and thus is not shown here. This phenomenon is understandable because the logistic regression is indeed a single perceptron unit. It is seen from these figures that RM-InvSig-S shares certain localization properties of the selected SVM-RBF and MLP network. For an overview regarding the performances of the baseline algorithms, Fig. 14 shows the average accuracies of RM-InvSig, FP-InvSig-3 and GLM. The data sets which have better, equal and poorer performances for the scaling-space training over the original feature space are summarized in Table 9 . Here, it is seen that x (better accuracy count) is significantly larger than z (poorer accuracy count) especially for scaling-space method (RM-InvSig-S) versus original feature space (RM-InvSig), i.e. 72.5% versus 10%. The accuracy improvement ranges from about near zero to about 4.3% for RM-InvSig-S over RM-InvSig. Apart from having comparable or better average accuracy than FP-InvSig-3, FP-InvSig-l, GLM and GLM-S, the performance of RM-InvSig-S is also shown to be comparable to the top classifiers found in the literature. The good generalization performance (based on the test accuracy results) of RM-InvSig and RM-InvSig-S as compared to the related GLM and MLP may be attributed to the modified link or activation function resulted from RM2 series approximation.
Here it is noted that due to different sensitivities for large and small feature values, the scaling-space is only useful for small neighborhood values around the original feature space (ρ ∈ [0, 0.5] according to the empirical observation). From the data attributes point of view, a mild indication that the maximum accuracy may decrease with the feature dimension can be observed. Also, the feature scaling-space appears to benefit RM-InvSig for a particular range of data. 
Conclusion
With a refinement of a polynomial formulation, a reciprocal-sigmoid -machine-like model is proposed for pattern classification. The model can be considered as an approximation to logistic regression under the framework of Generalized Linear Models. Unlike logistic regression, the classifier is linear in parameters and the solution for the model weights can be computed in a single step. This deterministic solution relieves the problems of local minima and recursive computation as in gradient-based search on a nonlinear model. While this formulation is likely to use a smaller set of parameters as compared with one without using the reciprocal-sigmoid as the basis function, the reciprocal-sigmoid classifier is shown to have good approximation capability when a full rank polynomial matrix can be constructed from the training data. To stabilize the solution for high order models, the classifier is trained using the feature scaling-space. Unlike bagging, boosting and random subspace methods, the scaling-space learning uses only a single classifier for decision. Extensive experiments show that for both synthetic and physical data, feature scalingspace training provides a clear indication of test accuracy improvement over that based on the original feature space when an appropriate scaling parameter is selected. Main reasons for the improved performance are attributed to (i) improved numerical conditioning from an increased pool of training data, and (ii) appropriate biasing of decision hyper-surface from adjustment of the scaling parameter. The empirical evidence also shows that the proposed classifier can be suitable for problems with low feature dimension, particularly, the scaling-space takes effect for those problems with ratio of sample number over feature dimension within [6, 900] . Besides translating the bagging effort into a process of selecting a scaling parameter from the single-step least-squares training paradigm, the average accuracy of the reciprocal-sigmoid classifier learned by the feature scaling-space is shown to be comparable to several top classifiers found in the literature.
